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Abstract
The writing of efficient parallel programs has always been difficult, and is currently 
compounded by the increasing complexity of architectures. We suggest that these 
difficulties need to be addressed already at the algorithm design level. Resources 
such as books for relevant efficient algorithms are currently lacking.

In sequential computing programmers have enjoyed efficiently universal algorithms, 
which have permitted them to write programs independent of machines. We 
suggest that for parallel or multi-core computers this will no longer be generally 
possible. Algorithms that run efficiently will need to be aware of the resource 
parameters of the machines on which they run. The main promise is that of portable 
algorithms, those that contain efficient designs for all reasonable ranges of the 
basic resource parameters and input sizes.

Such portable algorithms need to be designed just once, but, once designed, they 
can be compiled to run efficiently on any machine. In this way the intellectual effort 
that goes into parallel algorithms design becomes reusable. To permit such portable 
algorithms some standard bridging model is needed - a common understanding 
between hardware and algorithm designers of what the costs of a computation are. 
We shall describe the Multi-BSP model as a candidate for this role. We show that for 
several basic problems, namely matrix multiplication, fast Fourier transform, and 
sorting, portable algorithms do exist that are optimal in a defined sense, for all 
combinations of input size and parameter values. 
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